
Classroom Activities and Teaching Techniques 

 

Activities are engaging for young students and class participation keeps interest high. Most of 

the following activities are suited to the younger students in Constitution Kids lessons.  

However, knowing all the activities allows teachers to make use of those that fit any teaching 

situation.  The older students using Constitution Defenders need fewer visual activities to 

understand the concepts but may still enjoy them. The additional advanced information in these 

lessons for older students requires more time and doesn't allow for as many activities.  As 

teachers gain experience they can wisely adjust the presentation to fit the student's needs. Some 

6-8th graders are quick to pick up information and can move rapidly through the additional 

material but some may seem to need more activities and cover less of the lesson.  It is best for 

students to learn fewer concepts well than to try to present more than they can comprehend.  

Teaching high school lessons, Constitution and Civics Scholars, is different from both of the 

younger age lessons.  Again, experience will help teachers pick up on when and how to use 

activities based on the attitude and needs of the older students. The Timeline, stick figure 

drawing and Freedom/Responsibility Coin activities are popular with all ages, even adults. 

Teachers should acquaint themselves with all the activities presented and try them out to 

discover how they are used to teach principles.  Experienced teachers generally choose to use 

those activities that most appeal to them and sometimes have creative ideas for alternate or 

additional activities. There is much flexibility in the use of activities and we encourage teachers 

to share new ideas and help each other with presentation tips.  Activities can be conducted 

differently as some teachers enjoy the use of costumes and collect a variety for their kit, others 

have their own unique ideas.  The important concern is that an activity not become lengthy and 

take away too much time from teaching the objectives of the lesson.   

Teachers need to prepare their own activity kits but many of the pictures are already prepared by 

CitC.  These are noted with the activity description. 

 

Lesson 1 

Activity:  Timeline  Demonstrate Amazing Technology Leap  (small pictures prepared by CitC) 

The purpose of the timeline is to give a visual image of time in order to show the significance of a mere 

200 years required for the technology leap.  Using a 16’rope mark off 100 year segments every 6” with a 

marking pen or colored electric tape. (Four thousand years can be measured on this length rope.)  Using 

different colored markers or tape, identify significant events (red tape)  on the timeline - Constitution, 

Plymouth and Jamestown, Gutenberg Printing Press, Magna Carta, Paul Revere, Battle of Marathon, etc.  

Inventions can be marked with green tape.  It is important to emphasize the lack of significant inventions 

until 1787.  If time permits, it is helpful to acquaint students with the position and meaning of BC and AD 



on the timeline. Important event cards can be given to students to find where they belong on the timeline 

and attach them in place. 

Activity: Drawing Stick Figures   Earned Rewards Promote Incentive and Hard Work 

This is a drawing activity that can quickly be added to the lesson to demonstrate that people work harder 

when rewarded for their work.   Explain that you like to use pictures in the lessons and that you need them 

to draw some stick figures. (Back of worksheet or extra blank sheet can be use.) You time them for 10 to 

20 seconds draw on just one half the paper. (Say nothing about how many just simply draw some stick 

figures for the lesson.)   

Later in the lesson while discussing the advantage of earning rewards with free enterprise, ask the 

students to take out the drawing paper again and use the empty portion of the paper.  You surprise them 

by pulling out a bag of candy and informing them that when they draw this time they will be given a piece 

of candy for drawing more stick figures than they drew before. (One Skittle or M&M can be given for 

each additional figure they draw.)  Again time them for 10 to 20 seconds and require that they stop on 

time.  Then have them look at the two halves of the paper and write the number of figures on each half.  

They will discover that the incentive of candy (reward) for their drawing (work) cause them to push 

themselves to worked harder and draw many more. (Pass out candy for the number of additional stick 

figures or leave candy with teacher to pass out later.) 

Optional Discussion:  After the students all have their pile of candy; ask if it would be more fair to pass 

out equal pieces of candy to every class member.  The important  point to make  is that individual hard 

work has always been rewarded in this country. This caused the amazing technology leap.  Some people 

in the country want everyone to have equal things. The only way to do that is to take from the hard 

workers and give to those who didn’t work as hard. (Consider the same idea if the students were making 

shoes for $10 each instead of stick figures.  Would it be fair for a person who stayed up all night to make 

shoes for extra money to then have to give up part of their hard earned money to someone who only 

worked a little?) 

A third step to this activity could be included.  Ask the students to turn over their paper to the blank side. 

This time they are to draw just one stick figure and be very creative and clever to come up with a figure 

different from anyone else.  Show a small bag of candy and explain that in free enterprise people are 

successful who create something that everyone else likes and wants to buy.  You are going to have the 

students vote on which drawing is most creative.  The winner gets the whole bag of candy.   

Activity: Freedom and Responsibility Coin    (Prepared by CitC)    

The coins can be used in multiple places in all lessons.  The following activity is suggested for 

Constitution Kids and sometimes Defenders.   The students enact the Ant and Grasshopper story  (or to 

save time you can tell it) which is intended to help them comprehend what it means to be responsible.  

The goal is to make a vague idea become real.  The fifth advantage of free enterprise, “You make your 

own success or You allow your own failure,” is clearly demonstrated in the story.  After students enact 

the story, review the outcome and emphasize that the ant's responsibly worked to provide their needs 

while the grasshopper took no responsibility.  In winter the ants are free to enjoy plenty of food and warm 

home.  The grasshopper has lost these freedoms and can only eat what others are willing to give. This 

teaches that, “Working to take care of your needs is… “Being Responsible.”  The series of questions, in 

the notes page lead students to discover that being responsible brings about freedom.    



Students then see on the slide the pictures of three children working hard which prompts the discussion 

that students don’t gather food but do other responsible work.  They are preparing to be “makers” not 

“takers.”  This is one of the very important advantages of free enterprise. 

Guide students to discover that when a person chooses not to take responsibility, the result is a loss of 

freedoms.            Ask, “Do people sometimes choose not to work hard or take responsibility?”  Yes, some 

prefer someone else to be in charge or responsible.   Show students the Freedom side of the coin and ask, 

What has happened when responsibility was given up?  Continue the discussion with the responsibility to 

provide a place to live.  When others are allowed to take that responsibility, they choose where you live, 

what size and what color your house will be. (Remove another portion of the coin.)  Discuss how control 

shifts to whomever is responsible. The person who gives up his responsibility must also give up his 

freedom.  The privilege of making choices is lost when responsibility is given up. 

Activity: Redistribution - Grade Cards    Value of Earned Rewards in Free Enterprise  

Demonstrate the importance of earning rewards for hard work.  Select a group of students to come up and 

explain that some of them like to work hard at earning “A” grades.  Others may use their time for sports, 

music, etc. so they spend less time studying.  These students may earn lower grades. You give them “B” 

or “C”.  Then pretend the teacher decides to act as a socialist ruler and require grades to be divided up 

“fairly.”   “A” grades are taken from the top students and divided among the other students.  Discuss with 

students if this is right – ask, does this make grades of no value?  

More Redistribution -  Demonstrate Communism Pass out random amounts of candy to some of the 

students, some get a lot, some less, some none.  Emphasize that they have earned the amount that are 

receiving.  Talk about how each one has worked very hard, a little or not at all.   The students are then 

instructed to take the candy to the “common store.”  After everything is given in, the candy is then 

divided equally and given back to all the students regardless of whether they worked hard or not.  Teach 

that under this system hard work is not rewarded. 

Lesson 2 

Activity:  Blocks - Role Play Ruler’s Law  (Prepared by CitC) 

Choose a student to hold the red “Power to Govern” block and be ruler of the class.  Let him/her pick a 

new law for all to obey such as name a color for all students to wear tomorrow.  Call up another student to 

kneel before the class ruler.  The Ruler then puts his hands on his “subject’s” shoulders and holds him 

down when he is instructed to rise.  Discuss what it means to be “subject to” a powerful ruler.   

Continue the activity to demonstrate anarchy by calling up 4 or 5 students to be revolutionaries. These 

“Revolutionaries” are instructed to surround their class ruler and demand the “Power to Govern” block to 

be given up.  (Class ruler sent back to his seat.) At this point the instructor takes the block and questions 

students on who is going to govern.  How do rulers raise to the position of power?  Have students return 

to their seats and turn to the slide showing anarchy and “Everyone Fighting.” 

Activity:  Pledge of Allegiance and teaching difference between Democracy and Republic 

Instruct all students to stand (a good attention getter and a chance to get wiggles out) and repeat the 

pledge until you instruct them to stop.  Discuss why the word Republic is in the pledge.  As time permits, 

continue the pledge noting “one nation under God” and “with liberty and justice for all”.  (Liberty and 



Justice will be explained in lesson #3.)  Additional activity to clarify a Republic could be included.  While 

all students are standing, propose a fictional law for all the class to vote on – a Democracy.  Then have 

most of the students sit with only a designated few standing – representatives.  Instruct students that these 

delegates can more carefully discuss the new law, learn what others think of it and decided peacefully the 

best choice. 

Founder Quote:  Ben Franklin and Mrs. Powel   

This important encounter that teaches that a Republic takes effort to keep can be shared by the teacher or 

enacted by students.  The picture of Franklin and the quote are included in the activity kit.  Simple 

costumes could be provided and then have the two students tell the story. 

Lesson 3 

Activity:  Quote Cards 

Prepare cards with the Founder’s quotes for students to read in appropriate places during the lessons.  

Lesson #3 has multiple quotes to be read by students or by a team teacher.  Also, quote cards from stories 

give students an opportunity to enact parts of the stories. Prepare simple dialog cards for characters to 

read. Simple costumes could be used.  Students like to be involved and this can be very effective if good 

reading instruction is given.  (The difficulty can come in being able to choose readers who are fluent and 

loud enough.  Possibly the classroom teacher could be asked to pick readers.  Make sure the students can 

be heard and the message is clear.) 

Activity:  Self-evident Truths  (Prepared by CitC) 

Using picture of bird, scorpion and sunset, have the students name what is a self-evident truth - what does 

a bird in hand do when let loose? What does scorpion in your hand do?  What does sun do after setting?  

Instruct a student to stand on chair and ask what is self-evident truth if he should jump?  Use any of your 

own ideas. 

Activity:  What is Equality? 

In the lessons we discuss “all men are created equal” and that this equality exists for all men.  To clarify 

how we are equal, call up 2-4 students and ask any questions that likely will be answered differently by 

the students.  Are these students equal height, have same eye color, same skin color, etc.? How many are 

in each of their families?  How many cars does each family have? Are the homes for these students the 

same size? Do they have the same talents?   Lead students to conclude that we do not have equal things 

nor are we equal in personal traits. Discuss what ways these students are equal as stated in the Declaration 

of Independence.  Each life is of equal value, each has the right of self-defense, for choosing their career, 

of owning property, of freedom from bondage, of equal justice in court, of freedom of religion, etc. 

Lesson 4 

Activity: A More Perfect Union 

Show 13 popsicle sticks representing the 13 states.  Discuss how one state (one stick) could be pressured 

or attacked by a foreign country and easily broken. (Have a student show how the stick can be broken.)  

Then show a rubber band that represents the Constitution and wrap it around the 13 sticks.  The states 

now bound by a Constitution have created a more perfect union that can’t be broken. 



Activity:  Lady Justice 

Choose a student who will help show what the 3 symbols mean that are demonstrated in the image of 

Lady Justice:  Blindfold, Scale, and Sword.  Blindfold the student while explaining that in establishing 

justice the judge must not be affected by appearance – race, gender, social standing, ethnic group, 

religion, etc.  Then choose two students to represent the accuser and the accused (legal words such as 

plaintiff, defendant and litigant can be used with older students.) They stand before the blindfolded judge 

as you explain that the judgment will be just when the judge listens only to the arguments and does not 

judge by their appearance.    The judge can then be given the picture of a two-pan scale and hold up both 

of their hands to represent the two pans.  Explain how in a fair justice system there is protection for both 

the accused and the accuser in court.  In demonstrating the scale, give the two students pennies or objects 

that represent their arguments or witnesses in the case and allow each to put them on the scale. Emphasize 

that the judge must hear from each of them equally.  Finally the judge is given  a sword with the words 

“Power to Enforce” written on it.  The sword represents the power to enforce the verdict. 

Demonstration:  “General Welfare” 

Praise the students for their good behavior and attentiveness.  For being polite listeners you are going to 

reward them.  Pass out a reward (patriotic sticker, flag, candy, etc.) to a few of the students.  Ask, Is it 

okay if I can only reward a few students?  Give students the opportunity to discuss the unfairness and 

disappointment.   Ask, If I am going to promote the general welfare of all of you, what should I do?  Give 

to everyone.  Government may be tempted to favor one person over another. The Constitution declares 

that doing good or “Welfare” is reserved for occasions when is done for all.  Pass out rewards to the rest 

of the class.  

 

Activity:  Legislator’s Qualifications and Bill Passing  (Word strips prepared by CitC) 

Choose 3-5 students to become Representatives and 2 to become Senators. (Reminds students that there 

are 2 Senators from each state.)  Give each student cards to designate Senators or Representatives.   

Instruct the Representatives to take turns reading the qualification written on the back of their card.  The 

Representatives then choose from among their group a “Speaker of the House” (give that card to the 

student).   

Senators then read their qualifications and a new student from the class is chosen to represent the Vice 

President to become their leader. (Continue through the slides in the PowerPoint until you come to the 

Section 7.)   

Demonstrate how Bills are passed to become laws by giving each legislative group a “Bill” card.  Instruct 

each group to quickly choose a law they want to try to pass.  The students then vote to pass  the bill and if 

they do so the “Bill” card goes on to the other legislative body.  Following a second vote if it passes, the 

bill goes on to the president.  (A student can be chosen to represent the president.)  He/she then can veto 

or sign the bill. (Have ideas to suggest for a bill- Students each paying 10¢ a week for a class party; School should 

end 20 minutes earlier to give time for homework; etc.) 

Activity:  Purpose of Gov. Pioneers and Sheriff  (Pictures prepared by CitC) 

Choose 3 or 4 boys to represent pioneer farmers.  Explain that in the “Lawless West” the pioneers would 

need to spend much of their time defending themselves (a right they naturally have.)  They must 



constantly guard their property – horses, cattle, fields, barn and cabin.  In lawless lands, theft and attack 

was a constant threat.  The pioneering farmers unite and make an agreement to hire a sheriff to guard the 

property for all of them. They will all help pay the sheriff and they will delegate to the sheriff their 

unquestionable right to protect themselves.  The sheriff now does for them only what they had a right to 

do for themselves – guard the property, nothing more.  This is the beginning of government – people 

uniting to authorize someone to represent the whole group. 

Pioneer A has two horses (give pictures) and Pioneer B has 1 horse that is lame. Ask students, if pioneer 

B doesn’t have money to buy a horse is he entitled to take his neighbor’s extra horse? No he does not!  

Pioneer A may choose to lend or even give his horse, but if he wants to keep it, it is his right.  Can 

pioneer B go to the sheriff and request that he take the extra horse from pioneer A?  No. Even if everyone 

in the community really want pioneer A’s horse to go to pioneer B, they have no right individually or 

collectively to take the horse.   

Point to emphasize - no one can delegate a power they themselves do not have.  The proper role of 

government is to do only those things that an individual citizen has the right to do.  (Government cannot 

rightfully claim the power to redistribute the wealth or force reluctant citizens to perform acts of charity 

against their will.)  The proper role of government, especially the president, is to defend citizens as did 

the sheriff.  Therefore the president has the power to be commander in chief of the national military for 

protection against loss of life, property, and liberty by foreign invaders (terrorists.)  Local governments 

provide a police force to do the same. 

Lesson 5 

Activity:  Vested Authority (Lesson 4 or 5) 

Give an example of vested authority by putting a vest on a "businessman" who hires someone for store 

management.  He gives his vest to the hired person who is now “vested” with authority to do certain 

things for the owner of the vest.  In our country the people are the owners of the vest and through the 

Constitution they give that vest with its authority to an elected official to carry out certain responsibilities.  

Call up a student to wear a vest while you explain “legislative powers… vested in a Congress…”  or 

executive powers…vested in a president…  Direct the student to perform certain tasks while wearing the 

vest but tell them they do not have authority to pass the vest on to anyone else.  The Constitution is what 

gives authority and directs what tasks they may perform.  The use of the term “vested” is in Articles I, II 

and III.  Choose appropriate occasions to demonstrate the idea that authority to use governmental power 

comes from the Constitution. 

Activity: Abuse of Power  spread the wealth  (Pictures prepared by CitC)   Time consuming activity not 

often used.  

Call up 8-10 students to take part. Give a money bag to 2 students to represent very wealthy Americans. 

One student represents a government officials (president and congressmen), one represents a foreign 

banker who holds the bank bag, and the others represent government agencies (each holds a sign).    

Begin by talking about how wealthy Americans can provide for themselves with extra money to give 

away.  Instruct each of these  students to pick a good friend to join them. Tell how these friends each have 

need for money and have come to their wealthy friend for assistance.  (New college graduate with great 

idea for new business; person whose business was destroyed in a natural disaster and needs help; person 

who wants to expand his business and needs help.)   



The government official comes to collect taxes from the wealthy people, saying that much good will 

come of their money and that giving their “fair share” will help the needy.  (Take all the money sticks 

from them.)   The government then passes out the “money” that has been collected to favorite causes:  

Foreign Aid, EPA, Unions, National Housing, Disaster Relief, (those who helped him get elected.)  The 

government representative then must say “no” to the “needy friends” of the wealthy Americans.   The 

government official then goes to the Foreign Banker and borrows more “money” so that more can be 

passed to his favorite causes. (Explain that this money unlike taxes must be paid back and creates our 

country’s debt.) He again has to say “no” to the “needy friends.”  

Discuss How do people  feel about not being able to help their own friends or family with their own 

money? Does a person feel like working hard when their money is unjustly taken to help those that the 

government chooses to help?      

Any Lesson 

Pair Share: 

A good way to break up a lengthy presentation is to stop for a 30 second “Pair Share.”  During the first 

lesson devise a method for dividing the students quickly into pairs of twos or threes to share with each 

other something of importance in the lesson. Once the guidelines are set, this activity can be used in every 

lesson.  A short Pair Share activity can allow for participation by all the students and break up a long 

lecture.  Instruct the groups of students to repeat to each other the particular information you have just 

covered in the lesson that you want them to remember.   

Word Strip Puzzle: 

Create a small puzzle or word strips to be arranged by individuals or groups of students.  A large version 

could be made for whole class participation.  Possibilities – Articles of the Constitution and the main 

subject of each;   Words to the preamble;   Five major advantages of Free Enterprise;   Six True Principles 

of the Declaration of Independence; etc. 

Techniques for Engaging Students: 

Teachers discover with experience that using a strong, somewhat animated voice will more affectively 

hold students attention.  A very soft more normal tone of voice is soon ignored by students and they have 

a hard time paying attention.  Maintaining eye contact with students will also draw them to listen more 

attentively.  

Affective Questions: 

Questions are important and affective in drawing students into the lesson.  They also help teachers asses 

how much students have already learned about the Constitution.  However, teachers need to be careful not 

to put students on the spot with difficult questions.  If they seem unable to give the correct answer, then 

don't hesitate to give the answer and move on. Your response to student's answers should always be 

positive.  Avoid saying "no" but rather say, "that's a good idea, who else has an idea?"  Students who like 

attention and constantly raise their hand should be politely asked to let others answer.  If too many 

students are called on or if they are allowed to give length answers, the rest of the class will begin to lose 

interest. Teachers learn from experience how to use questions affectively so keep teaching at every 

opportunity.  Practice will always bring rewarding results! 

 


